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Abstract-The authors derive basic (or q-) extensions of certain generalized hypergeometric gener- 
ating functions of H. M. Srivastava. Some remarkable consequences of these q-generating functions 
are also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Motivated by some interesting generating functions for the classical Jacobi polynomials, Srivss- 
tava [l] established the following hypergeometric generating function: 
A: P - Pi P, (a); 
= (1 - t)-XF;;;/$+’ t zt 
t-l' t-1 
1 
WI < l)> (1.1) 
PI -; (b); 
where (X), = I’(x+n)/I’(x), (a) abb reviates the array of parameters . . . , is 
a generalized KampC de FCriet function (see, e.g., [2]; see also Srivastava and Karlsson [3, p. 271). 
For p = p, (1.1) would reduce immediately to Chaundy’s result [4, p. 62, equation (25)]: 
-72, (a); 
1 
4 
tn (1 - t)-X~+lF~ 
[ 1 
rt 
t-1 (ItI < 11, (1.2) 
n=O 
(b); (b); 
which indeed contains, as special cases, several familiar generating functions for Jacobi and 
Laguerre polynomials. 
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Srivastava [5] gave a further generalization of (1.1) in the following form: 
O1 (~>*(P)n 
[ 
(c): -n, (a); x + n, p + 71, (a’); 
n2 (p), FDC::A+A$++21 (d): 1 tn (b); p+ 12, (0 2,y 2 
A:: -; p, (c); -: p-p; (a); (a’); 
= (1 - t)-X F(3) &> fi, Ty;. (ItI < I)! (1.3) 
p:: -; (d); -: -; (b); (b’); 1 
where F(3)[~,y,z] d enotes a generalized triple hypergeometric series (introduced by Srivastava 
[6, p. 4281). Th e main object of this paper is to establish the basic (or q-) extensions of Srivas- 
tava’s results involving hypergeometric generating functions. We also consider several remarkable 
consequences of these hypergeometric q-generating functions. 
For real or complex q(lqj < l), put 
and let (A; q)p be defined by 
(A; &a 
(X;q), = (xqp;q), 
for arbitrary parameters X and /.A, so that 
ifn=O, 
(A’q)n={ (I;-A)(1-Aq)...(l-Ay”‘), Vn~N={l,2,3,...}. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Then a generalized basic (or q-) hypergeometric function is defined by (cf., e.g., Slater [7, 
Chapter 31 and Exton [8]; see also Srivastava and Karlsson [3, p. 3471) 
where, for convergence, 
IqI < 1 and ]rl < oo, when i E N, 
or 
max{]q], ]z]} < 1, when i = 0, 
provided that no zeros appear in the denominator. 
Fori,j,kENc=NU{O}, g a eneralized basic (or q-) hypergeometric function of two variables 
is defined by (cf. Srivastava and Karlsson [3, p. 3491) 
ogi4i”d, (a): @I; (b’); 
’ [ 
9iXc,Y 
(c): (d); (d,); i,j, k = 2 q”m”+{‘m(m-‘)+jn(ra-1)~‘2 
1 m,n=O 
provided that the series converges or terminates, 
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Finally, a basic (or q-) extension of the triple hypergeometric series Fc3)[t, Y, z] of Srivastava 
[6, p. 4281 is defined by (cf. Denis [9]) 
~~li~~~:i~::i~~~:i~~, 
[ 
(a):: (6); (b’); (V’): (c); (c’); (c”); q;z,y, % 
,, ,I (c):: (9); (9’); (9”): (h); (0 (h”); Gj, k, $21, w 1 
=g* umn+vnp+wpm+{im(m-l)t~n(n-l)t~p(p-l)}/z 
m,n,p=o 
(1.9) 
provided that the series converges or terminates. 
In the special case, when i = j = k = 0, the first member of (1.8) will be written simply as 
Q;;BglBg: 
’ [ 
(a): (b); (0 
%X:,Y , 
(c): (d); (d’); I 
and a similar notational simplification will also be made for writting the first member of (1.7) 
when i = 0. 
It should be remarked in passing that, in the definition (1.8), the double series converges 
absolutely for all bounded values of the complex arguments x and y when i, j, k E N and IqI < 1, 
and also when i = j = k = 0, provided further that 
max{M, 1~1, IYII < 1. 
The conditions of convergence of the triple series (1.9) can be stated in an analogous manner. 
The following results will be required in our analysis (see, e.g., Slater 17, pp. 247-2481). 
I. THE q-BINoMIAL THEOREM. A; 
lQi0 
[ 1 q;t = (k n>ca (G q)cu (m={lqL 141 < 1). _. I 
II. THE q-GAuss THEOREM. 
Q, P; 
2% 
[ I n;s = C-Y/% nMr/P; ho ‘Y; (7; dco(YI~P; &a ’ 
which, for p = qen (TI E NO), yields the terminating version: 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
It should be mentioned here that, upon reversal of the order of its terms, this last result (1.12) 
would lead us to 
111. q-CHU-VANDERMONDE THEOREM. 
a, P; 
2% 
[ 1 4;q = (-Y/a; &I (7; n)n (n E No), 7; (1.13) 
which incidentally is a widely useful result. 
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2. HYPERGEOMETRIC q-GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Such hypergeometric generating functions as (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3), and their various gener- 
alizations and q-extensions, were considered by Srivastava [lo]. (See also a recent book on the 
subject of generating functions by Srivastava and Manocha [ll].) In this section, we give a direct 
proof of the following q-extension of Srivastava’s generating function (1.3): 
= (Wdw 
cc qL.3 (m={ld, It I < 1). 
(0 (b); PP, (0 
x:: -; I-1, (c); -: p/CL; (u); (a’); q; -pLt, --zt, y 
(2.1) 
(d); -: -; (b); (b’); 1, l,O, l,O, 1 1 
PROOF. Denote, for convenience, the right-hand side of the q-generating function (2.1) by 
R(x, y; t). Then, by appealing to the definition (1.9), we have 
Q(? y;t) = y$= fY (Xi Q)e+m+p(K d + (P/K Q)e > 03 
e,n,p=o 
(p; q)e+m+p(I\lf ,pe+ 
7Q m 
+p
. A(m,p)qe(~+P)t{e(e-l)+~(~-1)}/2 (-pt)e (-xt)” ” 
or, equivalently, 
(Pi Q)m+p(PlP~ de A(m p)qe(~+P)+{e(e-l)t~(m-1))/2 
, 
e,m,p=o hq) e+mtp 
. we (-xY YP E C&q) 
(%Q)e (%d??l (q;dp n=O 
e+m+ntp te+m+n 
(%dn 
(max{lql, ItI> < 1) 
where we have also used the q-binomial theorem ( 
A(m,p) being given by 
l.lO), and the definitions ( 1.5) and (1.7), 
c A 
I-I (Cr ;Q)mtp 
A(m,p) = .E1 
,l$dr ??)WP ~lp,;y)~ j?l@:xlp 
Upon writing n - e - m for n in (2.2), and noting the elementary identity: 
(q; q)n_k = (-l)k qw-2~-‘v2 (4(;9)6; (0 5 k 5 n), > k 
we find from (2.2) that 
(2.2) 
(24 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
n,p=o e,m=o 
. A(m,p)qm’+++P) d_ 2m tn Yp 
(q;de (%dn (q;q>n G?vdP’ 
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which readily yields 
qx,y;t> = g 2 (4 Q)n+P(K dm+Pbrn; &a qm p) 7 
n,p=O ma=0 (Pi dmtp 
[ 
P/P, Q-“+m; 
.2@1 
q;pqn+P mtp. 
PQ 7 1 
(xqn)m t” 
qi-ijra m (q?i),. 
(2.6) 
Finally, we sum the hypergeometric 2Qr series in (2.6) by means of the known result (1.12) with, 
of course, 
P (YE- 
P’ 
Y = pqmtp, 
and n replaced by n - m, and we thus obtain the left-hand side of (2.1). The derivation of the 
q-generating function (2.1) is evidently completed. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Forcj=O(j=l,... ,C) and dj = 0 (j = l,.. ,D), (2.1) re d uces immediately to the bilinear 
generating relation: 
x:: -; Pi --: P/K (a); (a’); q; -lit> --zt, Y 
P, At:: -; _; -_: -; (b); (b’); 1, l,O, 1, f-j, 1 1 
(m~{lql, ItI) < 1). (3.1) 
Upon setting p = p in (3.1), ‘f 1 we simplify the right-hand side by applying the definition (1.9)) 
we obtain the formula: 
x: (a); (a’); q; -zt, y 
At: (b); (b’); l,O, 0 1 (max{lqL ItI) < I>, 
which provides a q-extension of a known bilinear generating function (cf., e.g., [ll, p. 229, equa- 
tion 4.1(35)]). M ore g enerally, a q-extension of another known bilinear generating function [ll, 
p. 231, equation 4.1(42)] ’ p 1s rovided by the following special case of (2.1) when p = p: 
Cc): q-“, (a); A?, (a’); 
%X!l",Y tn 
(b); @‘I 1 
_ (W&u 
(t; q)ca 
@l:A;A’ A, (c): (a); (a’); 9; -zt,y 
D+l:B;B’ At, (d): (b); (b’); l,O,O I 
(max{lqlI ItI1 < 1). 
A further special case of (3.1) when y = 0 yields 
_ (Xt;d, +iAB+l A: P/K P, (a); q; -Clt, -& 
(t; dcu ’ p, At: -; PI; 1,1,1 1 (m={lqlI ItlI < 11, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
which is a q-extension of the hypergeometric generating function (1.1). 
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For p = p, (3.4) assumes the form: 
(3.5) 
(At; do;, 
= ------+lip~+l (t; dce 1 (max{lql, Itl} < l), 
which follows also from (3.2) and (3.3) when y = 0. Formula (3.5) provides a q-extension of 
Chaundy ‘s result ( 1.2). 
Next, setting 
aj =O (j=l,...,A) and bj =o (j= l,...,B) 
in (3.4), and applying the q-binomial theorem (1.10) with X = q-” and z = zqn, we get 
A, CL? x; 
3% 
[ 1 q; t A: P/K c1; K-lJt,-xt p, At: -; -; l,l, 1 1 bax{ld ItI)< 11, (3.6) Pi 
which, for z = 0, yields Jackson’s transformation (cf. [12, p. 145, equation (4)] and [3, p. 348, 
equation 9.4 (279)]): 
4 Pi 
2% 1 1 q;t = (%dw 2@2 Pi (t; dcu [ t: “$i :;-““I (max{lql, It/} < 1). (3.7) 
Many of the hypergeometic q-generating functions, considered in this paper, can be applied 
also to the various families of q-orthogonal polynomials including, for example, the little q-Jacobi 
polynomials defined by (cf. [13, p. 291 and [14, p. 48, equation (3.34)]) 
ppP’(x;q) = (;;)n 2@l q-“7 apqn+l; *; qx 
; n 
[ ffq; 1 (3.8) 
and the q-Laguerre polynomials defined by (cf. [13, p. 291, [B, p. 1881, and [15, p. 21, equa- 
tion Gwl) 
lp(x; q) = e,e, [q;--;q;xq”] =liz{&B) (----$; o)- (3.9) 
The details may be omitted. 
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